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INTRODUCTION
An inquiry I receive more often than any other is related to how people can
be of service and fulfill their purpose in this lifetime. Among the many
threads of this inquiry are:
> How do I go about discovering what my mission and purpose is?
> I have all of this energy, insight and love to give to humanity, how best
do I channel it?
These are noble and sincere questions, and I take them to heart as they were
intended. I’ll do my best, with the limitations of words to describe what is
happening now on the planet and how people can assist in the times to
come.
As many of you have read in the prophecies of the ancients, earth, and by
association, humanity, is undergoing a transition in consciousness forecast
to occur in the 2012 timeframe. This planetary shift is part of a larger design
of a galactic shift, which is part of a still larger design of a cosmic shift that
crosses multiple dimensions of time/space. It is as large as you can conceive
when you’re in your most lucid state of heart-mind synchrony. One of the
reasons that earth is now populated with 6.5 billion people is that it is the
theater of interest to a vast assortment of cosmic beings incarnating to help
in, and observe, this planetary transition.
Each of you is a part of this, particularly if you’re reading these words since
they are part of an Event String1 to align individuals to this under-taking.
OUR SHIFTING DESTINY
There are forces on the planet that are not consciously aware of this shift,
but are nonetheless playing their part in creating the conditions that will
facilitate it. Without trying to alarm you in any way, there will be calamitous
times ahead for humanity, particularly in the next seven to nine years. This
is part of the process for a planetary consciousness to move from one
dimension to a higher dimension where the attributes of that higher
dimension can find expression in the mass consciousness and transform the
way in which hierarchical systems like government, commerce, religion and
culture function.
This re-gridding or transformation of the key systems of the planet must
occur before the major discoveries of humanity can manifest. These major
discoveries include the repositioning of intelligence as something
supernatural, interconnected and heart-centered. This is the precursor to the
irrefutable scientific discovery of the human soul and its interconnection
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with the broader multiverse, which will come about in the last quarter of this
century.
The changes that will be occurring in the next seven years are substantial
hurdles for humanity to leap over, without falling. It requires all of us to
express an inner calm and confidence—to adopt the frequencies of our
innermost heart and share them with the public. I’ll explain this in more
detail later on.
Those of you familiar with the WingMakers Materials know that the
Animus2 are a part of the mythological expression of Lucifer, or evil
incarnate. They operate in conjunction with organizations bent on the
control of earth and her inhabitants. They are not exclusively extraterrestrial; they are here among us.
Before anyone becomes troubled at this statement, let me affirm clearly that
the Animus (I will refer to them with this moniker only for consistency’s
sake) are playing a role in this shift. Without them it would not occur at this
time given the planet’s history. By the standards of good and evil, they are
evil because they believe in the supremacy of the mind and its abilities to
engineer social and economic outcomes for their benefit by manipulating the
masses of humanity and exploiting the planet’s resources.
What they do not understand is that there are higher powers than the human
or even extraterrestrial intellect—no matter how educated or evolved it may
be—that are organizing and operating at a collective level. There is not a
single Messiah, Prophet or Savior in this era that will come and balance
these elitist forces. In our time, it is a co-mingling of cosmic, extraterrestrial
and human forces because the stakes are too important, the
macroenvironment too complicated, and the histories too muddled for any
one person to step forward and help humanity leap over the hurdles that lie
ahead.
This time it will be done as a unified team. This team will steer the course of
the planetary consciousness and the dimensional shift that awaits it. It will
operate in accord to the principles of the heart, independent of the minds of
the appointed elite. There is a passage in Liminal Cosmogony that states:
“When the Animus believe they are entering the mansion of earth, using
keys of the intellect, the Tribe of Light will enter through the backdoor,
sealing the entryway and windows with a frequency that no intellect can
unlock. The Animus will struggle to prevail, but having hearts that have
withered they are drawn to the lower fields prepared for them, while the
mansion of earth graduates into a meadow of grace and calm from which
the soul of man can rise.”
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With an allegorical tone, this passage aptly describes what will occur. The
“struggle to prevail” will be unpleasant to many people and the associated
stresses will cause many to unbalance and shift away from their hearts and
higher minds, operating instead from their survival centers of the reptilian or
first brain. It is at this time—as humanity is making its leap—that each of
you can contribute your heart energy to the greater good.
A TRANSCENDENT INTELLIGENCE
There is a First Source3 or Central Sun. All dimensions lead to it. Whatever
name you give to it: Higgs Field, Source Intelligence, Spirit, it issues from
the Central Sun as love and it dimensionally shifts universes via its
intelligence. Yes, love is powerfully intelligent. It has an intelligence that
shines so bright that it is the light we see on every dimension of
consciousness. Love, at this core frequency of Spirit, connects to your
personal self through your innermost, energetic heart4. It passes in to you
and through you at this juncture.
You need to only imagine and visualize this intelligence of Spirit coming
into your body and passing through you to all who cross your path, and
when you do this, you have brought your mission to earth. You have grafted
an aspect of heaven to an aspect of humanity and earth. And this is why you
are here now.
It may not sound complicated enough for some of you. This mission may
even feel small and somewhat insignificant, given the grandeur of the cause.
Perhaps some of you might feel that it’s not really using your full potential
as a channel of the divine impulse. This is the mind-ego speaking to you.
Listen to your heart and its intelligence. What does it feel when you read
these words?
It is not complicated. It is simple and fundamental. As long as a system is
stable, or at equilibrium, it’s difficult to change it, but as it shifts toward
disequilibrium and descends into chaos then even a filament of coherent
energy can bring it into a new structure—a new harmony. This applies
equally to you as an individual as it does to earth. Each of us can be a
filament of coherent energy.
Woven together, these filaments constitute an energetic potency that draws
the shift of earth and humanity into a more balanced transition.
A CHOICE OF THE HEART
The most powerful coherent energy on the planet (throughout the
multiverse) is the intelligence of love issuing from the Central Sun and
conducted by Spirit to all dimensions of existence. The heart is the hub in
the grand network of souls who are incarnated, regardless of space or time.
You, as an individual, can choose to be connected to this network,
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conducting the coherent energy that it operates on, or you can choose not to.
That’s what I mean when I say it is not complicated. Indeed, it is a simple
choice.
For those of you who want to express other aspects of your innermost
spiritual work, I encourage you to do so, especially if it assists you in
developing this heart intelligence connection and equivalent expression. The
single most important thing we can do is to practice the heart’s intelligence
in our everyday, moment-to-moment expressions. When this is done, you
are truly aligned to this mission of helping the planetary shift.
Choose to be a filament of coherent energy, a hub of heart intelligence that
expresses itself in your everyday encounters. The planet, in a real sense,
depends on our choice in this specific matter. The dimensional shift is
arriving with increasing clarity. It is beginning to rumble and weave. Now is
the time for each of us to make this choice consciously and to live it
consciously. This is our time.
The fundamental frequency of expression that issues from First Source—
using our language to describe it—is appreciation of life in all its forms with
a love that is absent of condition or judgment. This is a classification of love
that operates in the knowledge of the largest, most encompassing dimension
of existence. It is therefore of the highest intelligence because it understands
the purposeful unfolding of life in all dimensions in the outgoing breath of
time.
The frequency of this love is stepped down as it enters the dimensions of
time, space and matter. It connects with great care to the individual
energetically at the point of the heart. This is why the heart develops in the
fetus before the brain; it literally informs the life force of the human
instrument5, preparing it to receive the soul consciousness. When the soul
moves within the fetus or infant (it can do both, depending on circumstances
I won’t attempt to explain here), it moves through this channel forged by the
heart. It establishes this connection with Source Intelligence6—essentially
from heart to soul to Spirit to First Source.
This is the underpinning of the human instrument. It is the energetic
umbilical cord that nurtures the sense of connection we feel to one another
and to our Creator.
LIVING ALIGNED AND UNCONFLICTED
Within the human instrument there are many centers of intelligence. In one
sense, every cell is intelligent. However, the primary clusters of human
intelligence are the heart and brain—specifically the prefrontal lobes7, while
the primary source of divine intelligence, relative to the human body, is the
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connection that the heart has with the Creator’s Spirit or dispensation of the
love frequency.
Because the heart is an independent sensory organ8, at the physical level,
and a connective link to the Creator, at an energetic level, it has a capacity
for divine intelligence that is most accessible when one is unconflicted. A
conflicted person is one that is uncertain and unaligned. The heart can lend
its intelligence to the human instrument with greater clarity and intensity
when the human instrument is not in a state of conflict or emotional
turbulence.
The human instrument is analogous to a broadcasting tower, and the heart its
transmitter. When the human instrument is functioning in an unconflicted
state, transmitting from its heart center, it is broadcasting the frequency of
First Source to the earth plane with only a small degree of its human
imprimatur. If the person is functioning from the emotional state of
turbulence and conflict, they are unable to access this frequency let alone
transmit it.
Therefore, as you may have already surmised, the trick is to live in an
unconflicted state, exercising a high degree of emotional self-regulation so
that you can more deeply access and more fully transmit your heart
intelligence to the benefit of all. It is analogous to transmitting the feelings
of appreciation and compassion instead of speaking words or taking actions
of equivalence.
Herein is one of the keys. It is not about actions and words; it is about the
feeling world of the individual and how coherently they express this world
from their heart—not with overstated appreciation or soft sentiments, but
rather the clear intelligence of emotional support unhindered by histories,
memories, expectations, or judgments.
THE EFFECTS OF A SILENT WAR
Allow me to digress for a moment so I can lay some context for the task of
living in an unconflicted and emotionally stable state.
The Animus are among us. They engineer the economies upon which we
live, which shape the social order and culture. Our education scarcely
permits us to understand the physical and nonphysical systems in which we
live, which undermine our appreciation of what and who we are, and why
we are here. The Animus are not aware of why they are here, they only
respond to one thing: power—whether it is hidden or not.
A silent war is being waged across the globe and its dark ripples touch
everyone. It unnerves us and creates the emotional turbulence that so
insidiously and persistently gnaw at our emotions. Stress abounds,
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traversing the frameworks that we live upon. Upon this stage of
turbulence—caught up in financial and day-to-day survival—we raise our
children, care for an aging parent, work 50 hours per week, keep up with
technological demands, shop for necessities, and nurture our relationships.
Upon this already full canvas of life, we are pulled into the media
extravaganza that funnels our attention—what’s left of it—into content that
can only be described as largely soulless and without depth or spiritual
inspiration.
The silent war will wage on and even escalate in the years ahead, and the
stressors of this manipulation will undoubtedly mount. I mention all of this
to assure you that I understand the hardship involved. It is not easy to live in
the unconflicted state when pressed on all sides by turbulence and unease,
especially in the vice of accelerating time. This reality, however, is not the
reality in which your energetic heart lives.
HEART REALITY
Your energetic heart is multi-leveled and holographic, meaning that it
encompasses the dimensions of life that range from the mundane, dense,
three-dimensional environment to the mystical and supernal dimensions of
First Source. At its core energetic frequency it is coupled to the grid of love
that interpenetrates all dimensions and all life. At the point of this coupling,
the heart beats within the soul, similar to how its rhythms pulse through the
body electromagnetically9.
The heart of the human soul is in accord with the heart of First Source.
Remember, we are created in the image of our Maker. Within this Heart of
hearts is the transmission upon which we all live and have our being. It is
from here that we have been diverted—our attentions split into a thousand
directions, forgetting—no, underestimating our heart’s intelligence and the
ease in which we can apply its special powers.
The stresses of life also cast you in the direction of the pleasures of life, as
well as its mysteries. However, you must find and then choose your
direction into your heart’s intelligence. It cannot be forced upon you, yet too
few understand how to reach inside their energetic heart and activate its
transmissions so it can be broadcast via the human instrument’s innate
capabilities.
Diversions of the mind and underestimating the value of the heart are why
individuals do not understand how to activate and broadcast their energetic
heart. The heart is often seen as subordinate to the mind-brain. It is confused
as the seat of emotions, for which the heart has become a rogue, non-verbal
intelligence suited to the impulses of anger and fear as well as love and
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compassion. In truth, there does not exist a more stable force within the
human instrument than the heart, nor a more intelligent source of perception.
In ancient times the heart was regarded as the seat of soul. It was the
gateway between the world of soul and the world of the body-mind. It has,
in the science of the last 300 years, undergone a repositioning as a
mechanical pump of remarkable biological properties, but nonetheless, a
mechanism of blood distribution and little more.
In more modern times, metaphysicians have placed the heart within the
emotional frequencies, signaling its place in the astral plane or the plane of
emotions. They reason that the heart is the emotional and feeling center of
the body, therefore it is not governed by its own intelligence but rather the
intelligence of the mind. Metaphysics has quietly relegated the heart to a
position of emotional expression that must therefore be aligned to the mind
centers, which operate as the active, guiding principle of the human
instrument.
It is this repositioning of the heart’s mission and function by both science
and metaphysics that has diminished its role in today’s world, and this is not
by accident. While the mind-brain is overshadowed by the ego, it posits that
the heart is its instrument, when indeed it is more truthful to say that the
mind-brain is the instrument of the heart.
The time is rapidly approaching when the heart’s intelligence will be rightly
understood as the primary source of human connection to the divine
intelligence of our Creator. Its perceptual capabilities and resilience of spirit
is a result of this intimate connection to First Source. It will become the
mirror by which humanity sees—in high resolution and irrefutable detail—
the wonders of the human soul.
I will tell you a secret. It is, as with all things vital, a simple, elegant, pure,
and rational behavior. It is the smallest of activities and it is wordless. It is
impossible to feel the puffery of ego in its midst. It is this: Feel yourself
connected to your Creator at your heart, but release the flow of love that
comes your way.
The Creator’s bequest is always flowing your way in the form of love. It
enters you in your energetic heart and “travels” its way to your body. From
your heart it touches your brain and releases hormones into your
bloodstream that—over time perfect your transmissions. Feel this process.
Be aware that it is occurring. Consciously co-create its occurrence. And
when you do, release it with the simple command: “what comes to me flows
through me.”
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Do you see how simple and elegant it is? There is intention, or co-creation.
There is visualization. There is the activation of feeling connected. There is
release. There is outflow. There is heart-centric focus. And there is the
lingering appreciation frequency.
There is a wisdom of the ages that has been lost in time. It states: The heart
is the place we must daily face for there we find ourselves.
FOCUS OF THE HEART
I know there are many of you who are drawn to read and study the spiritual
works. Many of you feel that your purpose is to expand these works, to
bring new vision to the ancient sight. You desire that your purpose be linked
to a grand expression that touches many in a positive way. I understand all
of this and more, but truthfully, I tell you that your mission and purpose—if
subjected to a distillation process—can be found three paragraphs above.
Letters arrive daily as to why additional materials are not being released
upon the WingMakers.com and Lyricus.org websites. I understand the
desire to learn more about the structures of the cosmos and what is
happening upon earth. In part, it is why I’ve released this paper at this time.
But the materials I have come to convey are not all destined for those
present in this time. They are for future incarnations, for reasons I have
already spoken to.
Your thirst for knowledge is admirable. Your thirst for experience in the
other dimensions waxes and wanes from fear of the unknown. Your thirst
for heart intelligence is more powerful than you imagine because you relabel and redistribute it as the thirst for knowledge and experience. This is
because you have focused on the third eye, on the higher mind, the crown
chakra, the cosmic knowing; and you have struggled to bring knowledge
and experience into your mind.
There is nothing wrong or misguided about this. It is natural and is part of
the encoding of those present in this time. I am only explaining that it is
time to shift to the heart. It is a fair question to ask “why”?
Abundant knowledge exists on this planet relative to man’s spiritual quest
and ascension career. It does not require layers upon layers of
embellishment. Indeed, these “layers”—in many cases—create the new
filters and densities that obscure the pure understanding inside your hearts.
This is a time of creativity and co-creation. It is not a time of re-working,
embellishing, or enlarging the knowledge systems of the past, and there is a
reason.
Human destiny is focused on establishing a new, higher dimensional
consciousness on earth, and in so doing, creating conscious, two-way
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linkages to the multiverse and the entities and beings therein. As we rampup to this shift in consciousness, each of us will require an enhanced
creativity and intuition, which is the very fiber of our energetic heart.
When I speak of creativity, I’m not speaking to the activities of art, music,
or writing. I am talking about the ultimate creativity—creating new
perceptions of your reality. When you view your reality through the prism
of your energetic heart, your reality will shift in the direction that humanity
itself is shifting. In other words, there is an alignment between your view of
reality and the future reality of humanity.
In this alignment, there is power to leverage in achieving the shift (or
leaping over the hurdle). This is why it is so vital. It is also why it touches so
many.
You can spend the rest of your life creating the new words, the new brush
strokes over the old, and you will touch—if you are very fortunate—
thousands of people. But where will you touch them? In their hearts? In
their minds? In their pocketbooks?
You can activate your heart intelligence and apply it in your everyday life,
and over a period of a minute, you can touch the entire grid of humanity. In
principle, this functions as a result of how the grid of love is engineered to
be porous to an input frequency that is compatible to the grid itself, and then
transmit this input across the grid as an energetic add-on. If the frequency is
not compatible, the input will be locked out of the grid. (It is not the purpose
of this paper to explain how this works in detail; perhaps in a later paper I
will make known the physics behind this grid.)
POTENTIALS AND CHOICE
There is a part of you, quiet as it may be, that asks a logical question: “If
First Source is so powerful, omniscient, and the source of the highest love,
how and why does an individual like me make any difference?”
If you didn’t have the potential to make a difference you would not be here.
The operative word, in this case, is potential. Having this potential is
precisely what defines the individual because with potential a choice must
be made. If we could leave everything to our Creator, we would be
comparatively less valuable—a commodity of the cosmos.
However, each of us carries the possibility to transmit into this universal
grid of humanity and contribute to it—not because it requires something of
us, but because we require something of it. The gesture of placing your heart
of hearts on the palm of your hand and offering it to your brothers and
sisters in selfless contribution is the ultimate sign to First Source that you
are prepared for the dimensional shift.
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A signal must be offered, and it must be the exact signal or it will pass into
lower dimensional grids that do not have access to the energetic pathways to
transport your signals to the Central Sun.
There are many grids that encircle the planet and human consciousness, but
only one interpenetrates all. Only one is inclusive without exception. And it
is this grid that is being engineered to accommodate the coming shift. You
can think of it as a “shoehorn” of humanity’s consciousness that will move
the earth to a new dimensional state. The stronger this grid is, the better it
will serve its ultimate purpose.
HEART MAPS
I understand the tendency of individuals to want clear-cut “maps” that state
definitively how one should go about activating and transmitting their heart
intelligence. If there were such a map, it would undermine your own
creativity and resourcefulness. The things that matter in one’s life—relative
to one’s purpose—are neither formulaic edicts nor mantras. They are
feelings and how coherent and unconflicted they are transmitted.
It is only natural to want clarity and a sense of “I’m on the right path”. If I
could draw a map of this adventure into your heart and give it to you, it
would not be done with words or actions. It would be drawn with feelings
and the energetics therein. It would be done with an energetic transfer that
you would catch—fleeting as it may be—but it would be something you
could feel. In these words and images I’ve tried to weave together an
energetic transfer. You must do the catching and carry out its resourceful
application.
The brain is not the primary receptor of an energetic transfer. It cannot
absorb the subtle frequencies and textures that intermingle in the feeling
world, dancing in rhythms that exceed the speed of light. It is only the heart
that can capture the intrinsic meaning of these energetic transfers and
sometimes this does not translate to the mind.
This condition can leave one with the sense that the Heart Map, or energetic
transfer, was never received. I can only tell you that if you read this paper
and listen to it from a heartfelt perspective there is a transfer. A map is being
imprinted within your energetic being and it is activating a region of your
heart intelligence that will—over time—step forward as a mapmaker.
FINAL WORDS
I acknowledge that this writing carries a dark side to it. I hope I have done
what I can to reassure you that the events on the horizon, while alarming,
are also activating to all involved. Everyone is touched by the happenings of
this planet. Everyone. Remember this: You are with all of us. Feel the
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textures of this declaration as deeply as you can. It will support you in times
of hardship. Know that everyone (this includes you), no matter how they
may appear in life’s conditions, is trying to do their best amidst the
commotion that permeates the planet and, by association, their personal life.
This is the root of compassion that grows in your innermost heart.
As this paper states, you have the potential to receive and transmit a
frequency and intelligence of love that issues from the Central Sun or First
Source. This potential requires your choice to reach for it, to make it part of
your new mission. In doing so, you have signaled your readiness for the
planetary transition that lies ahead, and you are making a contribution so
this shift occurs with greater balance and stability.
There are aspects of this writing that have been purposely vague. For
example, what is the purpose behind this dimensional shift, who is
orchestrating it, when will it occur, and what is the new dimension going to
be—in real terms?
I have remained focused on the more personal aspects of this impending
transition. In future papers I will share more about the changes in the
dimensional environment that will be occurring.
From my world to yours,

James
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Event Strings—
Event-strings are engineered experiences usually by multiple sets of
consciousness to create conditions that are favorable to the expansion of
awareness. They are used by the Lyricus Teaching Order to orchestrate
individuals to awaken to a new concept, awareness, or to cross paths with a
particular teacher or teaching event. Event Strings are catalysts to connect
individuals with new concepts and energetic transfers that re-grid an
obsolete mental model. They are most commonly used to shift awareness
within the initiated light workers who are the vanguard of human destiny.
2

Animus—
The Animus, as depicted in the WingMakers Materials, are a synthetic
extraterrestrial race that desire to become soul carriers. They lack the
biology and sensorial system to house the subtle frequencies of a soul. They
desire to engineer their race’s future genetics with the help of human
genetics. Because of their superior mental capacity, they have become
aligned to the economic powers on earth—as advisors and technology
enablers.
3

First Source—
First Source is a consciousness that inhabits all time, space, energy, matter,
form, intent; as well as all non-time, non-space, non-matter, non-energy,
non-form, and non-intent. It is the only consciousness that unifies all states
of being into one Being. And this Being is First Source. It is a growing,
expanding, and inexplicable consciousness that organizes the collective
experience of all states of being into a coherent plan of creation; expansion
and colonization into the realms of creation; and the inclusion of creation
into Source Reality—the home of First Source.
4

Energetic Heart—
Across all dimensions of space there exists a primary field of vibration or
quantum primacy. This field is non-physical but informs the physical. It
exists independent of the physical structures of existence, and is known
among Lyricus teachers as the Underivative Information Structures (UIS).
UISs are sub-quantum and represent the primary blueprint for living systems
and inorganic matter. It is UIS that gives rise to the quantum fields that
interpenetrate planets, stars, galaxies, and the universe at large. It is the
communication field of life that connects the nonlocal and the local, the
individual and the collective, the one and the infinite. The energetic heart is
the non-physical component of UIS that is the entryway or portal from UIS
to the intuitive and intelligence centers of the soul carrier or human
instrument. In a sense, it is the subquantum blueprint of the physical heart.
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5

Human Instrument—
The human instrument consists of three principal components: The
biological (physical body), the emotional, and the mental. These three
distinct tools and systems of intelligence and perception, in aggregate,
represent the vehicle of the individuated spirit as it interacts with the
physical dimension of time, space, energy, and matter. In Lyricus terms, the
human instrument is referred to as the soul carrier, and the soul
consciousness within it is activating the sensorial system of the soul carrier
to enhance the soul’s influence within the physical world.
6

Source Intelligence—
Source Intelligence is the energy-consciousness of First Source that is cast
into all worlds, all dimensions, all realities, all life forms, all times and
places. Source Intelligence, in effect, is the "eyes and ears" of First Source,
and its role is principally involved in expressing, upholding, and sustaining
the will of First Source. On a more personal level, it is a liberating force of
energy-intelligence that serves to accelerate the expansion of consciousness
and assist those who desire to unlimit themselves.
7

Prefrontal Lobes—
This area of the brain is considered the latest evolutionary extension of the
brain system. It functions as the source of our most advanced intellectual
capacities including our ability to compute, reason and analyze, as well as
acting as the brain’s processing center for the emotional frequencies of the
heart like empathy, compassion, and love. Moreover, the prefrontal lobes
oversee or regulate the overall brain system, facilitating or inhibiting lower
brain functions that resolve our ability to regulate our emotions and control
our impulses.
8

[Heart] Independent Sensory Organ—
The heart starts to form in the body of the fetus before the brain. It is also
autogenic, meaning that it beats independent of a signal from the brain.
9

[Heart] Electromagnetic Field—
The electromagnetic field of the heart is approximately 50 times stronger
than the brain, and it radiates—as an electromagnetic field, toroid in
structure—about 15 feet beyond the body. This electric field is constantly
shape shifting, undulating, yet exceptionally stable in its energetic field. Its
organic presence is palpable and vivid to those whose sensorial system is
tuned to the heart’s inmost frequency.
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